I SUPPORT MR. CHENEY!
Muhammad Zafrullah at Pocatello
According to Yahoo News
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20070302/ap_on_go_pr_wh/us_iraq
Mr. Cheney warns that a quick withdrawal of our forces from Iraq could allow
“victorious” Muslims extremists to fan out in other countries. I do not think that Muslim
extremists will ever be victorious, as Islam does not allow extremism, but I do support
Mr. Cheney.
We must not pull out of Iraq hastily. For if we did, there will be Iraqi rule again and this
might mean that the reconstruction contracts that we have awarded to like minded
contractors will be in jeopardy. This might also mean that our economy as well as the
economies of our allies will suffer. There is also the chance that as soon as we leave Iraq,
without setting it straight, the Iraqis might come up with more stories like Abu-Ghraib.
We do not want that to happen as this will tarnish our image as the banner holders of
civilization.
You see Mr. Cheney, or someone, has perfected this nice business plan: (1) Tarnish a
country’s image and paint it as a threat to the world peace; make sure it has some natural
wealth. (You do not have to be absolutely true. For if you collected lies to con the world
into believing that the country is a threat to the world and the lies get exposed you would
still have your army in the country and possession is nine tenths of the law.) (2) Attack it
and completely demolish it in the name of peace. After having demolished it start
rebuilding it, in the name of humanity and peace, awarding rebuilding contracts to
companies that support your vision for world peace. The money can and “will” come
from the country’s resources. If the country has no wealth you can always force the world
to cough up the costs of reconstruction. Remember that world peace can only be attained
by keeping the biggest bully regime on earth happy and most of our “allies” know it.
There is always the danger of casualties in a war. But look at it this way. Those who
enlist are usually, at the lowest rung of social ladder wanting to improve their lot, African
Americans and Latinos in our case. There is always some price you have to pay for trying
to improve your lot. There is the danger though of some fellow countrymen having a
conscience, a very bad thing to have if you are working for the good of the country and
for the world peace. They can however be punished in some indirect fashion, say by
making public what is wrong (or right) with the person’s spouse!
A nice variation of the above plan has already been put to use, for example you do not
have to go to the trouble of collecting false evidence. You can make a minor event a “Big
Case”, which can even be manufactured. Israel has recently set a very good example of
that. In the past the Israelis have often made raids on Lebanese territory to capture or kill
elements which are unhealthy for Israel, usually there is no proof of them being
unhealthy. Recently (July 2006) the Hezbollah “terrorists” somehow got into “Israeli
territory”, attacked an Israeli patrol, captured some soldiers, and killed some. These guys
are so unreasonable. They want their homes and their land back! I wonder how they
surprised the Israeli patrol, was there a “tip”? In any case, Israel was looking for a chance
to “promise” a crushing defeat. So, the 34 day war started. The Hezbollah were
apparently ready and quite dug in. But who wanted to fight Hezbollah? The warriors
under the flag bearing the Star of David were more interested in bombing the bridges and

civilian targets; because they saw their goliaths there. Now that various countries have
coughed up a lot of money for the reconstruction of Lebanon, an Australian newspaper
notes that the thirty four day war is not even a blip on the Israeli economic radar. Why is
it that I am not surprised?
Coming back to Mr. Cheney, I admire that man. I think that rather than criticizing him we
should try to understand him. He is steadfast. He once said that Iraq had WMD’s, he still
says that and the re is no proof that would make him flinch from his claim. Let us make
him a President. I promise you that if Mr. Cheney is our president Al Capone will reign
again and internationally. He will not only take the present reconstruction racket to its
extremes but will introduce protection rackets that old mobsters could not even dream of.
We do really need a new protection racket; the UNO is kind of getting old. How about
“Anti Islamic Fascism Organization”? Under AIFO, we can arrange to send our troops to
all Muslim countries to “save ” them from Al-Qaeda. Arranging a few Al-Qaeda style
bombings and some statements from “Al-Qaeda” would be no hassle in this day and age.
If any Muslim country refuses to join, we can always threaten to bomb them into the
Stone Age.
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